
OSCE monitors cross the frontline during patrol in Stanitsiya Luhanska,  
eastern Ukraine on 25th of May 2016. (OSCE/Evgeniy Maloletka)

The Forgotten War

Ukraine, which slipped into civil war more than four years 

ago, is not at peace; the guns in Donbas are still not silent, 

and the Minsk cease-fire agreement is violated every day. 

According to the UN, the death toll in the conflict region now 

exceeds 10,000 lives including approximately 2,800 civilians, 

and over 24,000 civilians injured.

This “forgotten conflict” – continues to create an unending 

hardship to the civilian population who is caught in  

between, with difficult access to education, health and  

other public services. There is shelling of urban areas, water  

facilities, electricity lines and critical infrastructure. 

How can the international community help to address the 

violence in Ukraine, and contribute to the political process 

towards a settlement of this injurious conflict? With calls for 

the deployment of a United Nations peacekeeping force to 

the conflict region – with proposals from both, Moscow and 

Kiev – it is worthwhile to step back and consider the virtues 

of a civilian mission in this context and the relative merits, 

and demerits, of a UN peacekeeping engagement in  

attempts to create conditions for a peaceful settlement.  

SMM: The OSCE’s civilian mission  
in Ukraine

The Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) was established in 

early 2014 by a consensus decision of all 57 participating 

states of the OSCE, when violence began to occur across 

Ukraine in the aftermath of the Maidan upheaval. The SMM 

is an unarmed, civilian mission with the mandate to monitor 

and report on the crisis situation in Ukraine and to facilitate 

dialogue among all parties to the crisis. After the conclusion 

of the Minsk ceasefire arrangements in September 2014 

and then again, in February 2015, the SMM had to increase 

its contingent from 100 to 1000 monitors. Today, there are 

around 700 monitors observing cease-fire compliance and 

working with local authorities on basic needs in a highly 

volatile environment.

Over the years, the SMM mission has been exposed to 

numerous serious security incidences. For example, a patrol 

was kidnapped three years ago, and, more recently, a 

member of the mission was killed and two more injured in  

a land mine incident. Other threats to SMM monitors 

included exposure to indirect fire and attacks on their 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with weapons and jam-

ming.

Despite the continuous presence and good work of the SMM 

in the contested zone, there is little space for the political 

settlement, as agreed in Minsk in early 2015, to move 

forward. The stalemate is due to disagreements among the 

parties over sequencing of the implementation of the Minsk 

commitments. This includes full access to the Russian-

Ukrainian state border and the constitutional adjustments 

and legislations by the Ukrainian parliament that should 

enable local elections in certain areas of the Donetsk and 

Luhansk regions to proceed under Ukrainian law. Moreover, 

the continuous lack of security remains a key concern. 

UN peacekeeping: A silver bullet?

It is in this stalemated situation that President Poroshenko 

of Ukraine and Foreign Minister Lavrov of Russia have 

both submitted proposals for a UN peacekeeping mission 
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in Ukraine to the High Level Segment of the UN General  

Assembly in September 2017. Not surprisingly, the Ukrainian 

and Russian approaches to such a mission rest on very dif-

ferent premises: Russia proposes a lightly armed UN force 

to protect the SMM monitors. The Russian draft resolution 

sees the peace mission operating along the “factual line of 

contact” that would risk creating conditions of separation, 

but not necessarily of conflict resolution. Furthermore, the 

planning and deployment of the mission would be contingent 

upon the approval of Russia’s allies in “certain areas of the 

Donetsk and Luhansk regions of Ukraine”.

For Ukraine, they would rather see a robust UN operation 

under a Chapter VII UN Security Council Resolution enforcing 

the Minsk cease-fire. Furthermore, the UN mission would 

incorporate in its mandate elements of the Minsk political 

settlement, such as the monitoring of the withdrawal of 

foreign forces from the territory of Ukraine and “assisting in 

the reinstatement of full control of the state border by the 

Government of Ukraine throughout the conflict area”.

In view of these proposals the question should be raised  

on how a possible UN peacekeeping mission in Ukraine would 

relate to SMM, the pre-existing civilian and unarmed mission 

of the OSCE? In the spirit of a stronger partnership under  

Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, the UN could work with  

the OSCE towards a hybrid mission mandate, with distinct  

responsibilities and distinct organizational identities. 

With a deployment of an international force with a robust  

UN enforcement mandate, however, there would remain  

little space for the continuation of the SMM under its current 

mandate. 

The peacekeeping proposals have been welcomed with some 

caution by the US, Germany, and Canada among other states, 

all insisting that the peacekeepers would need access to  

all of the Ukrainian territory, including the Russian-Ukrainian 

state border. Despite the adverse views between Russia and 

Ukraine, and the fact, that there is currently no peace to keep 

in the Donbas, the US and Russia have engaged in talks on 

peacekeeping options in Ukraine. It remains unclear to what 

extent these talks involve current conflict solving mecha-

nisms for Ukraine, such as the Normandy Format and  

the Trilateral Contact Group. It is remarkable that the UN is 

not partaking in this process, as the envisaged peacekeeping 

mission would most likely be UN-led. 

The following claims have emerged from these talks:

• The UN Peace Force needs to protect the OSCE SMM,  

not replace it. 

• Minsk being the political roadmap, peacekeeping  

deployment needs to be calibrated towards the  

implementation of the Minsk arrangements. 

• The UN Peacekeepers need full access to the Ukrainian-

Russian state border.

 

A decision by the UN Security Council to launch a peace-

keeping mission in Ukraine would leave the OSCE with  

two options: 

1. To engage in a cooperative engagement with the UN 

peace mission, which could be in the form of a hybrid  

mission where the UN could draw from and build upon  

the extensive experience of the OSCE ś Monitoring  

Mission and the political and security tracks of the  

Trilateral Contact Group, that is under the lead of the 

OSCE. Such a mission could be under the oversight of a 

double-hatted UN/OSCE special representative. 

2. The OSCE may decide that the civilian and impartial 

nature of its mission needs to be preserved and will 

not associate with the UN peacekeeping force. In such 

a scenario, the UN peacekeeping force would act more 

as an extraction force of the OSCE, should the proviso 

“protect, but not replace” still hold. With progress of the 

implementation of the Minsk measures, the relationship 

between the UN force and the OSCE mission would have 

to be reviewed.

In light of the current adversity between Russia and 

Ukraine, but also between Russia and the US, the chance 

for an agreement among the Security Council members for 

a peacekeeping mission remains low. As Richard Gowan 

argues: “While imperfect, the SMM is at least 'a fact on the 

ground' while a larger peace operation is still only hypotheti-

cal.”[1]  Should there be a break in the deadlock, nevertheless, 

then the planning and deployment of such an international 

force will be a long-term project, and “it would be prudent 

to keep the SMM in place as a fallback in case the new force 
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stumbles”.[2]

The virtues of a robust civilian mission

Given the difficulties to deploy a UN peacekeeping mission in 

Ukraine, what options do exist for “soft” organisations such  

the OSCE to facilitate the implementation of a peaceful settle-

ment of the conflict in Eastern Ukraine? Could the OSCE as  

a regional organization deploy its own peace force under 

Chapter VIII of the UN Charter? On legal grounds, there would 

be an entitlement.[3] But it has currently neither the experience 

nor the capacity to deploy an armed force. Moreover, the  

required consensus decision of all 57 OSCE participating 

states for the deployment of an armed force is highly unlikely.

The OSCE has conducted missions in the past that had  

peacekeeping attributes. In 1998, it deployed a large and 

complex civilian mission in Kosovo with an intrusive cease-

fire verification mandate; it also deployed an unarmed mili-

tary unit to Bosnia, as well as unarmed military observers  

to Moldova and Georgia and did send civilian police advisers  

as part of the Community Security Initiative to Kyrgyzstan.  

The OSCE mission in Eastern Ukraine is the first one where 

monitors operate across a war zone for several years.

There are a number of advantages for deploying a civilian 

monitoring mission, or a special political mission instead of  

a peacekeeping operation.[4]

• In contrast to military peacekeeping missions, civilian 

unarmed missions have a light footprint and are rapidly 

deployable: The day after the approval of the SMM by the 

Permanent Council[5] first responders already took up moni-

toring positions in Ukraine. For a peacekeeping mission to 

deploy effectively, it usually takes several months at best. 

This would certainly be the case for an international peace 

force of about 20’000 troops, that is considered necessary 

for the mission in Donbas.[6] Such a force would be about 

four times larger than the NATO Force currently deployed in 

Kosovo. 

• An unarmed and impartial mission poses no threat to 

conflict parties. As impartial actors, civilian and unarmed 

missions can deal with non-recognized belligerents and are 

more likely to be allowed to cross frontlines and conduct 

mirror patrols on opposing sides of a conflict. The crossing 

of frontlines reduce the propensity of creating a “buffer 

zone” that could lead to political arguments in support of 

separation.

• One of the key recommendations of the UN High Level 

Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO)[7] was that peace opera-

tions are to support effective political processes;  

civilian missions with a light footprint are more likely to 

help preserve the primacy of politics over operations.

How to make a civilian mission more  
effective and robust?

It is clear that civilian unarmed missions are not “fit for 

purpose” for force protection tasks nor for the protection of 

civilians. The OSCE mission in Kosovo, for instance, had to 

rely on a NATO extraction force for security assurances. In 

Ukraine, in light of the absence of a UN peacekeeping force, 

how can a civilian mission like the SMM protect itself in a 

conflict zone, especially in view of a history of hostage taking 

and other types of risks? Here are a few measures drawing 

from the SMM experience that could make a mission more 

resilient; they may also be useful for other civilian missions 

of the UN and regional organizations:

• Increase the physical protection of monitors in 

semi-permissive environment: Patrols should circulate  

in armoured vehicles, wear flak jackets and helmets as a 

requirement. Another measure would be an advanced 

Medevac infrastructure. Finally, continuous 

communication with relevant checkpoint commanders 

and armed forces headquarters of conflict parties as a 

way to assure and inform about the patrol itineraries in 

high-risk areas.

• Human resource management needs to be able to rapidly 

recruit qualified personnel with security and defence 

backgrounds, appropriate language skills as well as tech-

nical know-how for operating UAVs and other technical 

means.

• Use of advanced technical means: The experience of the 

SMM shows that the use of advanced technical means 

helps to reduce the vulnerability of mission members. 

Dangerous areas where access is semi-permissive can be 

covered by electronic surveillance, such as UAVs, satellite 

imagery, static cameras and video systems.

• Assure a robust and viable budget structure: Such mis-

sions do not come on the cheap, as the use of armed  

vehicles and drones are expensive. The SMM, for instance, 

currently operates its mission with a budget of about 

100mio Euros per year.
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“On legal grounds, the OSCE  
has the ability to deploy a military 
peacekeeping force on its own 
right. But it has currently neither 
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Civilian missions and the future  
of peace operations

To what extent could the SMM be a model for future peace 

missions? As a civilian mission, its strength is its vulnerabil-

ity: no arms, no uniforms, and no national insignias, impartial 

with a flexible mandate that allows the mission to evolve over 

time. Continuous contacts with all belligerent parties and 

equally the concerned civilian population are essential as 

is building confidence with potential spoilers. Furthermore, 

the various hardening measures and the extensive use of 

advanced technical means allows compensating for the lack 

of an armed self-defence dimension.

The adaptability of civilian-led multidimensional missions  

facilitates the programmatic and operational linkage to 

peacebuilding and humanitarian actions. In absence of a 

military peace force, the civilian missions could extend their 

tasks in the military areas of demining, demobilisation and 

cantoning of weapons and personnel. Considering hybrid  

or parallel missions with peacekeeping forces, civilian  

missions are to retain impartiality and retain credibility in 

activities such as monitoring, de-escalation measures of 

tensions, dialogue promotion and transparency building in 

zones of unrest and conflict. 

In addition to the SMM in Ukraine, there are other civilian 

missions endowed with classic peacekeeping principles of 

consent, impartiality and the non-use of force, such as the 

UN Verification Mission in Columbia that also operates in  

a potentially volatile security environment. It is conceivable, 

that observation missions may soon be in demand for  

Syria in order to monitor compliance in disengagement  

and cease-fire zones. In light of the current review of the  

UN peace architecture, including the role of peacekeeping,  

the spectrum of and interactions between peacekeeping  

and special political missions must be reviewed.

This also applies to the OSCE that needs to review its field 

missions in light of its experiences in Ukraine and the  

UN reforms in New York. The increased resilience of civilian 

missions makes them de facto peacekeeping operations, 

as they operate in conflict zones where the implementation 

of a peace agreement is at risk. In fact, the differentiation 

between peacekeeping and civilian missions appears  

increasingly obsolete in view of the UN reform towards a  

single political and operational structure in peace and  

security.
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